Presenting a stylish new element to the Brighton™ wood clad window family from PUSH-OUT CASEMENT
Standard Features

Beautiful radiata pine interior can be stained or painted to get the look you desire.

Extruded clad exterior is available in 11 popular colors (shown below)

- White
- Toffee
- Sandstone
- Dark Bronze
- Earthtone
- Redwood
- Satin Creme
- Beige
- Chestnut
- Holly Green
- Black

22 more “Quick Pick” colors are also available, plus custom color matching capability too.

Options

Optional retractable screen is there when you need it and can be put in a stowed position when you don’t.

Pre-finished white, pre-finished black, or primed interior eliminates post-installation work.


Additional options for glass: Argon, privacy glass (opaque), safety (tempered) glass, tinted glass (bronze, grey, green, blue and others), laminated, spandrel, mirrored and more are available

Knotty alder wood available for a more rustic interior look.

Personalize your Brighton™ windows with grids.
- Simulated Divided Lites replicate a look of days gone by.
- Grids between the glass are dust-free, available in a flat or contoured shape, and offered in single color or two-tone appearance.
- Wood surround grids add beauty yet can be removed quickly for easy cleaning.